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SUMMARY
When modelling automotive applications, the need to understand real
world loading is imperative for proper simulations. Traditional
approaches may use company standards or even MBD simulations.
However, these approaches are at best approximations of the actual
load conditions. If using an approximation of loading in a simulation, the
results are only as accurate as the approximation. Companies often use
experimental load transducers to measure real world loading. There are
two major disadvantages with this approach. The first is that the load
transducers often cannot measure all desired load inputs for a
simulation. The second disadvantage is that the application of the load
transducer forces physical modifications of the subject components.
The measured loads may not be the actual loads because of the mass
and stiffness changes to the subject components. Experimental Load
Reconstruction is a non-invasive solution to this problem. The
commercial True-Load® Load Reconstruction software will be
demonstrated in this application. The unmodified trailer hitch is used in
this application with only uniaxial strain gauges applied to the trailer
hitch.
Presented will be an example of using True-Load Load Reconstruction
technology to understand complex loading on an automotive trail hitch.
This approach will involve the creation of an FEA model of the
automotive trailer hitch. The automotive trailer hitch will have unit loads
applied to the hitch. These unit loads will be used to construct a
correlation matrix relating strain response to exterior applied loading.
The operation of the hitch will be used with the application of
commercially available types of payloads. These payloads can be
trailers or RVs over various road conditions: city, highway, country, and
rough roads.
The advantage in this approach is to get real world structural loads
which can be used to drive accurate FEA simulations. Every trailer
event is different; thus, the loading profiles are different. Traditional
analytical techniques idealize the road surfaces and loading
environment. The real world is complex, and every event is unique.
True-Load loads provide real world loads for real world simulation.
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1: Introduction
The following introduction is excerpted from a paper co-authored by this
author which is sited in reference [9] with minor modifications.
A structure responds to external loads (or moments) imposed on it with
changes in quantities, such as stresses and strains, displacements,
kinematic deformations, etc. This paper addresses the problem of
measurement of time varying loads acting on a component utilizing
direct strain measurement on the structure. A linear relationship
between the measured strains and the applied loads is created. The
relationship, i.e., the transfer function between the applied loads and
the measured quantity, can be established numerically (e.g., using finite
elements), mathematically, or experimentally.
Kinematic response measurements using displacement transducers
and accelerometers are well established and well documented [1]. An
alternative approach involves measurement of strains using strain
gauges [2]. The need to measure strains, stresses or other physical
quantities is apparent since these are the ultimate concern of a
designer interested in ensuring structural safety. Furthermore, since the
gauges are relatively inexpensive, the use of strain gauges to measure
dynamic forces acting on a structure has become quite popular in
structural dynamics testing [2–6]. In these works, both the normal
displacement modes and the strain modes are used to describe
dynamic characteristics of the structure.
While the concept of modal strain was used in the mid-1980s to
describe dynamic behavior of a structure, it was not until 1989 when
Bernasconi and Ewins [3] presented a sound theoretical basis of modal
stress/strain fields. The relationship between strain frequency response
function and displacement frequency response function has also been
explored by several authors [4–6]. While both the strain and
displacement modes are intrinsic dynamic characteristics of a structure
and correspond to each other, it has been noted in [6] that for sensitivity
reasons, strain modal analysis is more useful in dynamic design of
structures with features such as holes, grooves and cracks.
To illustrate the use of strain gauges for recovery of dynamic loads,
many of the works mentioned above considered a simply supported
cantilevered beam on which gauges were located in an ad hoc manner.
While the gauge location on a straight cantilevered beam may be
intuitive under certain loading conditions, the same cannot be said of a
complex structure where a trial-and-error approach to gauge placement
can result in poor load estimates. This is because the gauge may be
placed at a location where it has a relatively low sensitivity to the load(s)
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to be estimated. Further, for multi-degree of freedom force gauges, the
cross-sensitivity [7] between the gauges may not be small. As a result,
the strain data obtained from many of the gauges may be of little use,
and the load estimates may not be precisely known.
For static loads, the influence of gauge locations and orientations on the
quality of load estimates is discussed in [8]. However, in this work, it
was noted that an analysis of all possible combinations of gauge
placements would be too time-consuming for most problems.
Consequently, only a few ad hoc groups of gauges were selected for
analysis. If all possible gauge locations and orientations are not
analyzed, the results are not guaranteed to be optimal, which in turn,
may not yield the best possible load estimates.
To overcome the shortcomings mentioned above, Dhingra, et al [9]
outlines an approach for formulating and solving the gauge placement
problem when the imposed loads being estimated induce vibrations in
the structure, resulting in time varying dynamic strains. The accuracy of
load estimates is dependent on the placement (location and orientation)
of the strain gauges, and the number of strain modes retained in the
analysis. A sequential exchange algorithm based approach [12,13] is
used to select the optimum locations, and angular orientations of the
strain gauges. This paper presents the application of this technique to a
two wheeled Razor™ scooter complete with experimental
measurements and comparison of simulated results to measured
quantities.
2: Mathematical Foundation
Load reconstruction works on structures that behave linearly during the
event of interest. The structure can undergo non-linear behavior prior
to or after the event of interest. The term linear in this context means
that the strain response is proportional to the applied loading. Portions
of the structure may behave non-linearly. For example, local yielding
near welds, bolted joints or boundary conditions may undergo nonlinear strain response. Load reconstruction will continue to be effective
if the nominal portions of the structure undergo linear response to the
applied loading. Structures with gross yielding will not be appropriate
for load reconstruction. Schematically, the concept of linearity can be
illustrated as follows:
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Figure 1:

Linear material behaviour schematic

This linear relationship can be represented mathematically as follows:
𝐹 = 𝐾𝑥
Equation 1: Hooke's Law

and
𝜀𝐶 = 𝐹
Equation 2: Influence Coefficient Equation

Constructing a relationship for the strain equation that would work with
fixed strain locations (e.g. gauges) and a series of loads cases will
yield:
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Equation 3: Influence Coefficient Equation Matrix Form

In the above equation the strain matrix [ε] has dimensions of n loads by
m gauges. The load matrix [F] on the right hand side has dimensions of
n loads by n loads. The matrix of proportionality [C] then must have
dimensions of m gauges by n loads.
Each row in the strain matrix represents the strain values at a set of
specific locations and orientations in the FEA model. The values in
each row represent the strain response due to the corresponding load
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case. The columns of the strain matrix represent individual uniaxial
gauge strain response. In the construct presented above, the loading
matrix has been diagonalized. In general, this is not necessary, but for
the developments presented here, it is convenient. Furthermore, the
diagonal entries in the force matrix represent scalar multiples of the
corresponding load cases. For our purposes we will set the scalar
multiples to unity. This will then yield:
𝜀1,1
𝜀
[ 2,1
…
𝜀𝑛,1

𝜀1,2
𝜀2,2
…
𝜀𝑛,2

⋮ 𝜀1,𝑚
⋮ 𝜀2,𝑚
] [𝐶𝑚 𝑥 𝑛 ] = [𝐼 ]
⋱
⋮
… 𝜀𝑛,𝑚

Equation 4: Influence Coefficient Equation set to Unity

Then to solve for C, a simple pseudo inverse needs to be constructed
[𝐶 ] = [𝜀 𝑇 𝜀 ]−1 𝜀 𝑇
Equation 5: Correlation Matrix

The matrix C exists for a very large possible choices for strain gauge
locations. The C matrix is optimal and most stable when the
determinant of the self-projected strain matrix is maximum. A
sequential exchange search algorithm is deployed that looks for the
gauge locations that maximize this determinant.
Once the C matrix is calculated, loading profiles can be back calculated.
Given vectors of strains collected from the test structure, the loads can
simply be calculated via:
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Equation 6: Time domain expansion of Forces

The strain matrix on the left hand side of the above equation represents
strain gauge values (columns) at each point of time of data collection
(rows). This is the strain data that has been collected from a test event.
The right hand side of the equations represents a set of vectors for
scaling each load case. If the individual load cases are scaled by each
vector and the results are linearly superimposed, then the resulting
strains at the gauge locations at the corresponding row in the test strain
matrix are guaranteed to match. Furthermore, any other response in
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the structure that is behaving linearly will be available through this
superposition.
3: Solution Procedure
Summarized next are the steps involved in the recovery of dynamic
loads acting on a component which has a finite number of strain gauges
located on the component to measure time varying strains.
1. Create a series of unit load cases on the FEA model that
represent locations and directions of loads applied to the
structure. These loads are unit loads (e.g. 1KN) and should be
designed such that if they were linearly superimposed on the
structure, they could approximate the operating loads. Solve
the FEA model for the unit loads constructed in this step.
2. Search the structure for optimal strain gauge placement using
the technique referred to in the introduction. Store the
correlation matrix to disc. For the purposes of this paper, this
was accomplished using Wolf Star Technologies’ TrueLoad/Pre-Test software.
3. Place the strain gauges on the physical part and measure time
histories of strain in operation.
4. Calculate the time varying loads using Equation 6.
This process can be summarized with the following diagram:

Figure 2:

Load Reconstruction Process Schematic
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4: The Trailer Hitch: Problem description

Figure 3:

Trailer Hitch being tested

This exercise will recover the loading on an automotive trailer hitch. The
loading scenario will be of a small pull behind pop up camper. The 3D model
of the trailer hitch was reverse engineered.

Figure 4:

DTS Slice Micro DAQ

The DAQ system being used is a DTS Slice Micro DAQ with 6 channels of ¼
bridge strain sensing. The unit is powered by a small battery. Data is
downloaded via USB cable. The strain gauges used were Micro Measurements
CEA-XX-250UW-350-P2 strain gauges. These gauges are 0.250 inch gauge
length gauges with pre-soldered lead wires. Six inch lengths of the lead wires
are unshielded. The short lead wires were attached to the shielded cabling of
the DAQ system to minimize external electronic noise.
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Figure 5:

Strain Gauge Placement

5: The Trailer Hitch: Unit Loads
The unit loads for the Trailer Hitch are created in an Abaqus/CAE model. The
unit loads were applied at centroid of the hitch ball (FX, FY, FZ).

Figure 6:

FEA Unit Loads

The pin of the trailer hitch was restrained in translation (UX=UY=UZ=0). The
top edge of the rear of the hitch was restrained in the vertical direction (UY=0).
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The vertical restraint was placed here because of witness marks of paint being
removed from wear.
6: The Trailer Hitch: Pre-Test
The True-Load/Pre-Test software was used to load in the three unit load cases
and the corresponding strain results from the FEA model. The GUI from the
True-Load software is shown below with the table of the unit load cases
loaded.

Figure 7:

Pre-Test GUI with Load Table

The final strain gauge placement is shown below.
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Figure 8:

Virtual Strain Gauge Placement

An important phenomena to understand is the stability of the correlation
matrix. The True-Load software provides a utility that calcuates the ideal
strain for each unit load case and then applies a 5% random signal noise to the
idealized strain. These strain signals are then multiplied by the correlation
matrix to determine the correpsonding load response. Ideally, each load should
be turned on one by one and the other loads would be turned off. The plot
below shows the load sensitivty to strain noise for this configuration of gauges.

Figure 9:

Load Sensitivity to Strain Signal Noise
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This plot shows that the system of gauges chosen produces a very stable
system of load reconstruction which can tolerate noise in the strain signals.
7: The Trailer Hitch: Strain Gauge Application
A series of drawings were created which located the strain gauges on the
physical structure. These drawings were then used to place the gauges on the
physical part using calipers and other measurement techniques.

Figure 10: Strain Gauge Installation

8: The Trailer Hitch: Test Data Collection
Once the trailer hitch was fully instrumented, the strain gauges were connected
to a DTS Slice Micro DAQ system. The strain data was sampled at 1000
samples per second.

Figure 11: DAQ used for Strain Data Collection

The data collection was performed under normal operation on a variety of road
surfaces. A typical trace of strain data is shown below.
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Figure 12: Typical Strain Traces from Test

9: The Trailer Hitch: Post-Test
Once the strain data has been collected, it is processed to reconstruct the
applied loading to the system. This is done by multiply the measured strain
data times the correlation matrix extracted from the FEA model. The result
will be a time history of loading scale factors for each of the applied loads to
the trailer hitch.
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Figure 13: Reconstructed Loads

For this application, the True-Load/Post-Test software was used to perform this
load reconstruction. In addition to the load reconstruction, several automatic
post processing tasks are performed. This will produce an HTML report which
contains plots of the reconstructed loads and a set of plots showing the
measured strain and simulated strain from the reconstructed loads at the strain
gauge locations in the FEA model. These measured / simulated strain plots are
summarized in an overall plot of the simulated strain (blue) and the measured
strain (green). In addition, there will be a cross plot of simulated vs measured
strain. Ideally this would be a perfectly straight line on a 45 degree angle.
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Figure 14: Overall Strain Correlation Plot

10:

The Trailer Hitch: Post-Test

Once there is confidence in the reconstructed loads, detailed post processing of
the FEA model may be performed. Having a complete time history of loads it
is possible to construct operating deflection shapes of the trailer hitch utilizing
the time history of loading and the FEA model. Below is typical plot of frame
from an operating deflection shape on the trailer hitch.

Figure 15: Typical Frame from a Reconstructed Operating Deflection Shape
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11:

Conclusion

It has been shown in this paper that complex / nonlinear loading on a structure
can be recovered at very high accuracy. The loading DOF were sufficiently
complex (FX, FY, FZ) at the ball to make this a non-trivial problem. If
traditional load measurement techniques were to be deployed, the trailer hitch
would have been rendered inoperable. A 3 DOF load transducer could perhaps
be reasonably applied at the at the hitch. However, specialized machining
would need to be performed to install a load transducer and still use the ball
hitch. However, a traditional load transducer would not be getting the loads at
the ball location. It would have to be at some remote location from the ball.
With moderate skill and test plan processes, efficient placement of strain gauge
can be placed on the structure to back calculate virtually any load conceived of
by the FEA analyst. The cost for calculating these loads is two uniaxial strain
gauges per loading DOF which is approximately $20. This is a highly cost
effective and efficient process for determining complex loading on structures.
Another very interesting outcome of this experimental study was the
counterintuitive results of the loading. A traditional engineering approach for
the trailer hitch would calculate the tongue weight of the trailer and apply that
load to the trailer hitch in a downward direction. However, a careful study of
the loading profile shown in Figure 13 shows that the vertical (FY) load is
acting upward for most of the duration of the driving event. The trailer is being
pulled down the road at highway speeds. The frontal area of the trailer is being
loaded significantly by the aerodynamic loading. This loading creates lifting
moment which results in an upward force on the trailer hitch. This would not
be an engineer’s initial approach to load the trailer hitch, but True-Load’s
reconstructed loads provides the important and not immediately obvious
answer for the loading. Also note that when the vehicle is in stationary / near
stationary conditions (beginning of the time history in Figure 13), the loading
on the trailer hitch is downward which matches what a traditional engineering
approach would apply to the trailer hitch.
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